
LOOKING FORWARD:

Food & Beverage 
Trends for 2022



With COVID cases still looming, new variants, and 

work-from home still in effect for many, consumers 

and food and beverage developers alike endured new 

challenges and changes. But, in great change came 

great opportunity and innovation. The pandemic has 

increased importance for health and wellness while 

also fostering a need for self-care and feel-good treats 

that allow consumers to relax and indulge.

From immune system health to natural food and 

beverage, indulgence and more, we’re taking a 

look at what’s most important in consumers’ food 

and beverage purchases in this still challenging and 

changing time. Our team of marketing experts has 

tapped into consumers to see what’s top of mind to 

help us determine what’s next in food and beverage 

trends for 2022. We conducted a survey asking 

consumers to rate their interest in key trends in the 

industry and will be sharing with you the top four 

trends consumers are most interested in.

Let’s dive in and see where your brand can capitalize. 

It  ’s been yet another unordinary year for consumers. 



We surveyed 1,000 consumers with 50% being male and 50% being female with a goal to determine what topics 

below were most important to consumers as it relates to food and beverage products. 

“As it relates to the food, beverage & healthcare products that you consume and purchase for your family, what is 

most important to you. Please place the items listed below in order of importance for you.”

Consumers’ Key Interests

TOP 4 RESPONSES
1. Immune System Health  

2. Reducing Sugar In Food And Beverage Products

3. Natural In Food And Beverage

4. Indulgence & Comfort Foods

Let’s take a look at what our consumers had to say about these 
top four topics of interest. 

Even more to come! 
Stay tuned for more in-depth insights on these topics 

throughout the year! 



Immune System Health
The past two years shed a spotlight on the importance of immune system health to prevent illness and promote 

wellbeing. In fact, following the emergence of the pandemic, product launches with an immunity claim rose 18% in the 

12 months after the pandemic compared to the 12 months before according to data from Innova Database. 

In addition, 86% of consumers agree that eating healthy is important for a strong immune system. Brands can simplify the 

search for wellness by developing great tasting products with added immunity benefits.

Below is what our consumers had to say about their attempts to boost immunity. 
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TOP CONSUMER ACTIONS TO BOOST IMMUNITY: 

Consumers were asked “What actions are you currently taking to 

boost your immunity?” Their top responses are listed below. 

1. Increased consumption of vitamins & supplements

2. Consuming more fruits & vegetables

3. Exercising regularly

4. Try to get a good night sleep

5. Taking prebiotics and probiotics



T o p   R a t e d   F l a v o r s
FOR THE INCLUSION IN AN IMMUNE BOOSTING FOOD AND/OR BEVERAGE PRODUCT.

IMMUNE  SYSTEM HEALTH, CONTINUED 

1. Mandarin Orange

2. Tangerine

3. Tangerine Citrus

4. Cherry Berry

5. Tropical Citrus Punch

6. Mango Peach

PRODUCTS OF NOTE:

WOLO LEMON CAKE DESSERT OASIS BAR 

is described as a portable snack bar packed with special 
nutrition. The product features turmeric, vitamin C and 
zinc to boost the immune system on the road, and is high 
in protein to keep one strong. 

39% of consumers responded that they likely or definitely 
would buy this product.

LANGERS IMMUNBOOST 100% JUICE BLEND 

contains orange, lemon, ginger, turmeric, zinc and folic 
acid. The product features vitamin C, turmeric, vitamin A, 
magnesium and zinc which have shown to be important 
for supporting the immune system. 

42% of consumers responded that they likely or definitely 
would buy this product.

86%
of consumers agree that eating 

healthy is important for a strong 

immune system. 
- Suzy



Consumers across demographics are becoming more conscious of the 

amount of sugar they consume, and they’re taking measures to reduce 

their intake or consume healthier alternatives. In fact, 41% of females 

and 35% of males in our survey said they would like to reduce their sugar 

intake. On the other hand, 30% of females and 33% of males say they have 

a healthy relationship with sugar. 

Although they search to improve their health through reducing their 

consumption, consumers still want great taste and the same sweetness 

in their products. Food and beverage developers can find opportunity 

in offering products with sweetener alternatives that have less calories, 

provide a nutritional benefit or are natural. 

Take a look at what our consumers had to say about their Sugar 

Consumption. 

Sugar Reduction2

TOP CONSUMER ACTIONS FOR LIMITING 
OVERALL SUGAR IN-TAKE: 

1. Increased consumption of vitamins & supplements

2. Consuming more fruits & vegetables

3. Exercising regularly

PRODUCTS OF NOTE:

SKIPPY CHUNKY NO SUGAR 
ADDED PEANUT BUTTER SPREAD
is said to be made with three simple 
ingredients, provide 7g of protein 
per serving, and is said to be a good 
source of vitamin E. The product 
has 2g of total sugars and includes 
0g of added sugar. 

60% of consumers responded that 
they likely or definitely would buy 
this product. 

HÄAGEN-DAZS HEAVEN PEANUT 
BUTTER CHIP LIGHT ICE CREAM
comprises vanilla light ice cream 
a swirl of creamy peanut butter 
and satisfying crunch of chocolate 
chips. The product contains 25% 
less sugar than regular ice cream.

47% of consumers responded that 
they likely or definitely would buy 
this product.



For food and beverage brands, there is opportunity in offering flavorful low or no calorie 

options for consumers especially in the beverage space. Clear and prominent labels to 

promote low sugar products may also entice consumers looking to reduce their consumption. 

Flavor solutions, including taste modifiers and maskers, can often help with any negative taste 

impacts that may accompany sugar reduction or non-nutritive sweeteners. 

TOP SWEETENERS USED BY CONSUMERS:

MaleFemale

SUGAR REDUCTION, CONTINUED 
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On trend with consumer’s search for health and wellness 

is their interest in natural food and beverage products. 

Out of 1,000 consumers, half said they agreed to at least 

some degree that they are willing to pay for products that 

are “all-natural.” In addition, half agreed or strongly agreed 

that natural claims are clean label. 

We’ve seen natural in food and beverage make its 

way onto product labels cross-category catered to 

demographics of a wide variety. We completed a survey 

with 1,000 consumers, 50/50 male/female with and 

average age of 42 years old. Here’s what our consumers 

had to say.

Natural in Food & Beverage3

56% OF CONSUMERS

agree that they are willing to pay more for products with 

“recognizable ingredient lists.”

52% OF CONSUMERS 

agree that natural flavors are clean label.

52% OF CONSUMERS 

agree that they are willing to pay more for products with 

“no artificial ingredients.”

50% OF CONSUMERS

agree that they are willing to pay more for products that 

are “all-natural.”



N a t u r a l  F l a v o r  F a m i l i e s
Consumers rated the flavor families below for how natural they perceived them to be. Fruit, citrus and floral 

families ranked high on perceived naturalness, while indulgent and fantasy flavors were perceived as not natural. 

PRODUCTS OF NOTE:

CHOBANI PROBIOTIC BLUEBERRY 
POMEGRANATE DAILY YOGURT DRINK
is said to provide multi-benefit probiotics for 
immune, digestive and gut health. The grade A low fat 
yogurt has nothing artificial, and is free from gluten, 
preservatives and GMO ingredients

43% of consumers responded that they likely or 
definitely would buy this product. 

WILD BASIN BOOZY SPARKLING WATER MIX PACK

comprises of classic lime; cucumber peach; melon 
basil; and lemon agave hibiscus flavors. The gluten 
and sugar free product does not contain artificial 
ingredients and is all naturally flavored.

42% of consumers responded that they likely or 
definitely would buy this product.

NATURAL IN FOOD & BEVERAGE, CONTINUED 

1. Orchard Fruit (Apple, Pear)

2. Herbs (basil, rosemary, mint)

3. Citrus

4. Stone Fruit (peach, cherry, plum)

5. Exotic (dragonfruit, kiwi)

6. Floral/Botanicals (lavender, hibiscus)



Indulgence & Comfort Foods
With another challenging year in the books, consumers interest in indulgence and comfort foods is no surprise. 

Consumers are searching to treat themselves as a form of self-care whether through classic indulgences or more 

permissible and healthy indulgences. 

We surveyed 1,000 consumers with a 50/50 male; female split between the ages of 18-73 years old.  
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T o p - R a t e d  I n d u l g e n c e  
F l a v o r s : 
Consumers rated a list of flavors from extremely indulgent to not at 

all indulgent. The flavors below rose to the top.

• Cheesecake

• Hot Fudge Sundae

• Chocolate Truffle

• Chocolate Éclair

• Birthday Cake



Interestingly, we’ve spotted a huge 

shift over time for consumers preferred 

type of indulgence. For 2021, each 

type of indulgence is almost equal in 

our survey results, showing an overall 

opportunity for indulgent flavors in the 

food and beverage space.  

PRODUCTS OF NOTE:

OUI LAYERED DESSERT CARAMEL 
CHEESECAKE WITH GRAHAM CRACKER 
CRUST CREAM DESSERT
is naturally flavored and contains other natural 
flavors. Each serving contains 300 calories per 
jar. 

49% of consumers responded that they likely 
or definitely would buy this product. 

SNACK FACTORY PRETZEL CRISPS MILK 
CHOCOLATE & CARAMEL FLAVORED 
DRIZZLERS
have been added to the range. The product 
is described as thin, crunchy pretzel snacks 
with the delicious flavors of caramel and milk 
chocolate for just the right amount of sweet 
indulgence.

61% of consumers responded that they likely or 
definitely would buy this product. 

INDULGENCE & COMFORT FOODS, CONTINUED 

PREFERRED TYPE OF INDULGENCE OVER TIME:



SOURCES
Mintel

Mintel GNPD

Suzy.com

Innova

Hartman Group

What does true partnership look like? You deserve a flavor partner ready to turn these 
trends into the tangible.

Let FONA’s market insight and research experts get to work for you. Translate these 
trends into bold new ideas for your brand. Increase market share and get to your  
“what’s next.” Our technical flavor and product development experts are also at your 
service to help meet the labeling and flavor profile needs for your products to capitalize 
on this consumer trend. Let’s mesh the complexities of flavor with your  
brand development, technical requirements and regulatory needs to deliver a complete 
taste solution.

From concept to manufacturing, we’re here for you — every step of the way. Contact our 
sales service department at 630.578.8600 to request a flavor sample or chat us up at  
www.fona.com/contact-fona/

YOU DESERVE MORE. LET’S GET STARTED. 

REQUEST YOUR 
FREE 

FLAVOR SAMPLE HERE

Food and beverage developers can find much opportunity in developing 

innovative products that fit in these trends, but regardless of consumer 

interest, at the end of the day, flavor is critical in your product success. In 

fact, a recent report from Hartman Group finds that taste is consumers’ top 

selection driver when choosing which food and beverage products to buy. 

Immune system health, sugar reduction, natural food and beverage and 

indulgence and comfort foods are all top of mind for consumers today – the 

question is, where does your brand fit in? We’ve got you covered. Stay tuned 

in 2022 for insights each month on these topics of interest for consumers.  

The Takeaways

http://www.fona.com/contact-fona/
https://www.fona.com/deliver/quick-flavor-samples/?utm_source=flavorpage&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=trendsamplerequest

